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Angular Pattern and Binary Angular Pattern
for Shape Retrieval

Rong-Xiang Hu, Wei Jia, Member, IEEE, Haibin Ling, Member, IEEE, Yang Zhao, and Jie Gui

Abstract— In this paper, we propose two novel shape descrip-
tors, angular pattern (AP) and binary angular pattern (BAP),
and a multiscale integration of them for shape retrieval. Both AP
and BAP are intrinsically invariant to scale and rotation. More
importantly, being global shape descriptors, the proposed shape
descriptors are computationally very efficient, while possessing
similar discriminability as state-of-the-art local descriptors. As
a result, the proposed approach is attractive for real world
shape retrieval applications. The experiments on the widely used
MPEG-7 and TARI-1000 data sets demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method in comparison with existing methods.

Index Terms— Shape retrieval, angular features, binary
pattern, multi-scale representation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid increase of archived images captured
by various of acquisition devices, there is an urgent

demand for effective and efficient image retrieval algorithms.
For large image databases, textual annotation-based image
retrieval is often impractical and inefficient, due to the require-
ment of intensive human labor. Consequently, content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) systems have received great attention
in recent years. Instead of using textual annotation, CBIR
systems typically rely on automatically extracted visual fea-
tures for image representation. Shape information often plays
a key role in human cognition system due to their strong
discriminative power. Despite a great amount of previous
research in shape analysis, it remains a challenging task to
design a shape-based retrieval system that is both effective
(in terms of retrieval accuracy) and efficient (in terms of
responding time). As a result, shape-based image retrieval
systems are generally less popular than appearance-based ones.
In a typical shape-based CBIR system, image segmentation
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is first usually performed to obtain (binary) shapes, and then
shape descriptors are extracted from them for comparison.
Normally, in order to achieve desirable retrieval performance,
shape descriptors are required to be insensitive to similarity
transformation and to tolerate a small degree of non-rigid
distortion.

Due to the importance of shape information in image
understanding, many shape comparison algorithms have been
proposed [1]–[19], which can be roughly divided into two
categories: contor-based and region-based. The contor-based
methods are much more popular than the region-based ones
in the past decade, and they can be further classified into two
subcategories: global and local.

In global shape comparison, a shape is usually represented
by a feature vector extracted from the whole contor, and shape
comparison is conducted by comparing such representation
vectors. A classic global shape representation is the curvature
scale space (CSS) [3], which has been recommended by the
MPEG-7 community as one of the standards. In CSS, the
zero-crossings of the contor curvature function are located
at different scales. These zero-crossings form a CCS image,
and the maxima of such CCS image contors are used for
shape matching. Another example of global method is the
polygonal multi-resolution and elastic matching (PMEM) [9],
in which three primitives of each contor segment are extracted
at different scales. Then, the sum of absolute differences
(SAD), improved by the elastic matching, is used to measure
the similarity between shapes. Another recent global method
is the contor points distribution histogram (CPDH) [19], which
represents a shape by the spatial distribution of contor points
in the polar coordinate system and compares such distributions
using the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [29].

In local shape comparison, a shape is typically represented
by a set of local descriptors such that each descriptor captures
only local shape information. Shape similarities are then
derived by two layers of comparison: the low-level similarities
between local descriptors and the high-level comparison on
top of such similarities. A classic example in this category
is the shape context (SC) [1], which uses 2-D histograms
to capture the spatial context around each landmark point,
and compares two shapes by matching two sets of such
histograms. SC becomes very popular because of its powerful
descriptive ability and is extended in various ways. One such
extension is the inner distance shape contexts (IDSC) [5],
which replaces the Euclidean distance with the inner distance
to achieve robustness against articulation. In addition, in [5]
dynamic programming (DP) is used to utilize the continuity
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Angular Pattern (AP). Dashed line indicates the shape
contor.

constraint on contor points. In [10], hierarchical Procrustes
matching (HPM) is proposed to capture shape information
across different hierarchies. The shape tree (ST) in [2] also
captures hierarchical geometric propensities of a shape, and it
utilizes a tree matching method for shape comparison. In [16],
a descriptor named contor flexibility (CF) is proposed which
describes each contor point by its deformable potential. CF
also uses DP for shape matching. Recently, a novel shape
descriptor using height functions (HF) is proposed in [23] and
DP is again used for matching such descriptors.

Local shape descriptors usually outperform global ones in
terms of shape matching accuracy. However, such superiority
is typically at a cost of reduced efficiency in terms computation
time. By contrast, global methods achieve better run time
efficiency thanks to the simplicity in their shape representation
and associated shape matching algorithms. Modern CBIR sys-
tems often deal with large image datasets, and are therefore in
favor of fast query response. Consequently, both effectiveness
and efficiency are desired by such systems [20]. In fact,
MPEG-7 has set several criteria [21] to evaluate a shape
descriptor, including high retrieval accuracy, feature compact-
ness and low computational complexity. Notice that in recent
years, the multi-scale framework [2], [9], [10] introduced in
many methods has been proved to be able to enhance the
performance of the original single-scale method. It is worth
to mention that most of the existing methods rely on scale
normalization to achieve scale invariance and circular shifting
to achieve the rotation insensitivity, both of which request extra
computational time.

Instead of designing new shape descriptors and/or shape
comparison methods, some recent studies improve shape
retrieval by exploring retrieval techniques, such as in
[24]–[26]. These methods can be viewed as post-shape-
matching enhancement and can be divided into three cat-
egories: context-based, knowledge-based and fusion-based.
More details about these methods can be found in [27].

Motivated by the above discussion, in this paper we pro-
pose novel global shape representations that are efficient
for shape retrieval. The key idea is to capture the angular
information among contor points using the proposed angular
pattern (See Fig. 1), and then build rich shape descriptors
using such patterns. Angular patterns are naturally invariant
to similarity transformation, including scaling and rotation,
which means neither normalization nor circular shifting is
required when comparing related descriptors. In addition to
the original angular pattern, another variation named binary
angular pattern is proposed inspired by the recent success

Fig. 2. Illustration of multi-scale AP.

of binary texture descriptors [22]. Furthermore, we organize
the angular information in a multi-scale framework to further
improve its discriminative power.

The proposed descriptors are tested for shape retrieval
tasks using two public benchmark datasets. Being a global
shape descriptor, our method runs much faster than popular
local shape descriptors with only marginal sacrifice in shape
matching accuracy. That said, our approach outperforms previ-
ously proposed global shape descriptors in retrieval accuracy.
In other words, our method achieves a promising balance
between retrieval accuracy and retrieval speed, and is therefore
attractive for large scale shape retrieval applications.

II. ANGULAR PATTERN AND BINARY ANGULAR PATTERN

A. Angular Pattern

Given n uniformly sampled points on a contor, geometric
features (e.g., curvatures and distances to the centroid) are
often used for shape description. Neither curvature nor dis-
tance to a shape centroid, however, is invariant to scale or
can be easily extended to multi-scale [20]. To overcome this
limitation, we introduce a novel angular feature for each contor
point as illustrated in Fig. 1. It should be noted that the dashed
line in the figure is the shape contor and the shadowed region
represents the interior part of the shape (assuming that contors
are anticlockwise).

Given a point O on the contor, let A and B be two points
before and after O respectively on the contor and they have
the same distance to O. The anticlockwise angle θ (ranging
from 0 to 2π) between vector OA and vector OB can be used
to describe the geometric properties of point O. This angular
feature can be extended to multi-scale naturally. Specifically,
let As and Bs points that are s points away from O in the
index order for an integer s ranging from 1 to floor((n−1)/2).
Then, as shown in Fig. 2, we define θs as the angle between
OAs and OBs . Finally, given a shape with n contor points
and a specific s, n such angles can be drawn, and these
angles capture the geometric property of the shape at scale s.
We call the representation the Angular Pattern (AP) of the
shape. Obviously, for a contor with n points, we can extract
in total floor((n−1)/2) APs at different scales, and these APs
are all invariant to scale and rotation.

To use these angular features for efficient shape retrieval, a
histogram of AP, denoted as H , is generated according to the
following steps:
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the simplest BAP.

Step 1: Given a contor with n points and a spe-
cific s, we extract n angular features of this contor, i.e.,
APs= {APs(i), i= 1, 2, . . . , n}.

Step 2: We uniformly divide [0, 2π] into K bins.
Step 3: We construct the histogram H = {h(k), k =

1, 2, …, K }, with each bin as:

h(k) = card{a|a ∈ APs,
k−1

K
· 2π< a ≤ k

K
· 2π},

k = 1, 2, . . . , K (1)

To compare two AP histograms, namely HS1 and HS2, we
use the χ2 distance defined below:

D(HS1, HS2) ≡ 1

2

∑

1≤k≤K

[hS1(k) − hS2(k)]2

hS1(k) + hS2(k)
(2)

where hS1(k) and hS2(k) are the k-th bin of the corresponding
histograms, and K is the number of histogram bins. Vary-
ing the scale s from 1 to floor((n−1)/2), we can construct
floor((n−1)/2) AP histograms, and each of them can be used
to retrieval shapes independently. However, using one scale
alone may not generate satisfactory performance due to the
lack of sufficient discriminant information. We will latter
describe how to integrate AP over different scales to enhance
the discriminant power.

B. Binary Angular Pattern

By definition, AP does not capture the relations between
the adjacent angular features. Recently, in computer vision
and pattern recognition, an emerging useful idea is to capture
local intensity relations (also called local structural pattern)
for applications such as texture classification. A representative
example is the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [22]. In LBP,
intensities of pixels within a region are compared with the
intensity of the pixel in the center of the region. A pixel is
coded with 1 if its intensity is larger than the intensity of the
central pixel, and 0 otherwise. By this way, a binary pattern
describing the local region is generated and a histogram of
different patterns is constructed over the image. The histogram
of LBP is proven to be capable of capturing the local intensity
context and has produced superior performance in texture
classification. Inspired by the idea, we propose the Binary
Angular Pattern (BAP) to encode structure information among
contor points.

The simplest BAP is illustrated in Fig. 3. Given a point O
on the contor and its equal distance point pairs (A, B) and
(C , D), a segment containing five points can be constructed.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the BAP feature to small degrees of non-rigid distortion
which does not affect the binary angular relations: (a) all patterns are [1 1];
(b) all patterns are [0 0].

Obviously, three angular features, i.e., θO , θA and θB can be
calculated. Then, θA and θB are compared with θO . If the
angle θA or θB is larger than θO , the corresponding point is
coded with 1, otherwise, it will be coded with 0. Consequently,
for this segment with five points, a two-bit binary pattern can
be generated, which is robust to a small degree of non-rigid
distortion. As shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), for θO = π , there
are two cases. First, θA and θB are greater than θO , and in
this situation the BAP of point O is always coded as [1 1] for
all three deformed contors depicted in Fig. 4(a). Similarly, the
BAP of point O in Fig. 4(b) is [0 0] for all three contors for
the second case in which both θA and θB are smaller than θO .

Since AP is multi-scale, the proposed simplest BAP can also
be extended to multi-scale. If the pattern is constructed with
O, As , Bs , Cs and Ds as defined before, then the computed
two-bit binary pattern will capture another scale of angular
relations. Finally, floor((n−1)/2) scales of BAP with two-bit
pattern can be extracted for a contor containing n points.

To use these angular relations for efficient shape retrieval,
a histogram of BAP is generated. Since there are only two
bits in the simplest BAP pattern as illustrated in Fig. 3, the
histogram may contain only 4 bins corresponding to all the
4 patterns ([0 0], [0 1], [1 0] and [1 1]). Obviously, the number
of bins is too small to provide sufficiently discriminative
information; thus, we introduce BAP features with more bits.
For the sake of convenience, we call a pattern BAPmP if it
contains m bits, where m angular features of neighbor points
are compared with the angular feature of the central point
respectively and result in m-bit binary pattern. As illustrated
in Fig. 5, patterns of 4-bit, 6-bit, 8-bit, 10-bit and 12-bit can
be extracted. Consequently, the histograms of these patterns
contain 16, 64, 256, 1024 and 4096 bins, respectively. To index
bins of the histogram, each bit is assigned with a weight as
shown in Fig. 5, and the weighted sum of values of bits is
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Fig. 5. Illustration of BAPmP while s = 1.

Fig. 6. Illustration of BAP4P in two scales s = 1, s = 2 and s = 3.

the index. It should be noted that m is an even number due to
the bilateral symmetry of the points around the central point.
Additionally, patterns larger than 12 bits are not considered in
this paper, because in common shape representation there are
at most a few hundreds of points, and a histogram of larger
pattern would contain more than 10 thousand bins and would
not be robust enough. It is worth mentioning that extracting
BAP feature of m bits will intrinsically involve m+3 points,
i.e. one central point and m/2+1 points on each side of the
central point for extracting basic AP feature.

The BAPmP can also be extended to a multi-scale repre-
sentation. In particular, the BAPmP with a specific scale s
is constructed as follows: Firstly, given a central point, the
AP features are extracted from points whose distances to the
central point are t × s, where t is a positive integer and varies
from 1 to m/2. Secondly, these AP features are compared
with the AP feature (also with scale s) of the central point
to form the m bits binary pattern. This way, m-bit binary
patterns of all points on the contor can be extracted with the
scale s.

An example including three scales (s =1, s=2 and s =3)
of BAP4P is shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, the red points are
the central point whose BAP4P feature will be extracted, and
black dots are neighboring contor points. For the case of s = 1,
the AP features with scale 1 are firstly extracted from four

larger black points around central red point. Obviously, the
distances from these four points to central point are 1 and 2,
respectively, since t = {1, 2} and s = 1. Then, these four AP
features are compared with the AP feature (with scale 1) of
the red central point to form the 4-bit binary pattern. For the
case s = 2, the AP features with scale 2 are firstly extracted
from the four larger black points, from which the distances
to the red central point are 2 and 4 (here, t = {1, 2} and
s = 2), respectively. Obviously, those smaller black points
are not involved in the computation. After comparing the four
AP features of the larger black points with the AP feature of
the red central point, the 4-bit binary pattern of BAP4P with
scale 2 are obtained. Similarly, for the case s = 3, the AP
features with scale 3 are firstly extracted from the four larger
black points whose distances to the red central point are 3 or 6
(here, t = {1, 2} and s = 3), respectively. These AP features
are then compared with the AP feature of the red central point
to form the 4-bit binary pattern of BAP4P with scale 3. In all
scales, the 4-bit binary patterns are weighted by 20, 21, 22

and 23, respectively.
Following the above example, the multi-scale represen-

tations of BAPmP features for other m can be extracted
similarly. Histograms of such BAPmP features can then be
calculated and used for shape retrieval. In particular, after
constructing these histograms, the χ2 distance is used for
comparing them and consequently for shape matching. It is
worth noting that for the scale s of BAPmP, m/2 · s is upper-
bounded by floor((n−1)/2), since the number of bins of the
BAPmP pattern shall not exceed the number of contor points.
Using BAPmP features alone may not generate satisfactory
results for shape retrieval, due to the discarding of more
precise values of angular features. In the next section, we will
describe how to integrate multi-scale AP and BAP together to
address this issue. It is worth noting that the proposed BAP is
intrinsically invariant to scale and rotation.

LBP is known to be very effective for texture and
appearance representation. How will AP and BAP perform
for shape matching? To answer this question, two simple
examples of AP and BAP2P are illustrated below. Generally
speaking, shape consists of three types of elements: flat area,
outward (convex) strands and inward (convace) strands, and
the proposed AP and BAP can provide certain geometry
constrains to depict these elements. The first type is shown in
Fig. 4, which can be well described by combining AP with
BAP2P and is robust to small non-rigid shape distortion which
does not change angular relations. For the second type, the
examples of outward strands are shown in Fig. 7. Two cases
are given to illustrate the geometric constrains of AP and
BAP2P, where both BAP2P features of point O are [1 1]. In
Fig. 7(a), θO is fixed to 4

3π . If θA and θB vary simultaneously,
to maintain the same BAP2P feature, the diamond shape
outward strands are expected. While in Fig. 7(b), θA, θA

and θB vary simultaneously, geometric constrains of AP and
BAP2P will also result in certain outward strands. Similarly,
in Fig. 8 two cases of inward strands are given, which belong
to the third type, and both cases are under the geometric
constrain that BAP2P of point O is [0 0]. From the above
examples, we expect that different combination of AP and
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the AP and BAP2P to describe certain outward strands:
(a) θ0 does not change; (b) θ0 changes.

Fig. 8. Illustration of the AP and BAP2P to describe certain inward strands:
(a) θ0 does not change; (b) θ0 changes.

BAP can accommodate different geometric constrains and
hence describe different structures of the shape.

C. Multi-Scale Integration

We propose a score-level fusion for multi-scale integration
of AP and BAP. Given M shapes, for any specific scale of AP
and BAP, a distance matrix D of size M × M is computed
with each element measuring the distance between two of
the M shapes. The matrix is then normalized to a matrix
DN with zero-mean and regularized standard deviation, i.e.,
z-score normalization.

DN (i, j) = D(i, j) − mean(D)

std(D)
, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , M (3)

Assuming there are in total L normalized distance matrices
from AP and BAP denoted as DNl , l = 1, 2, . . . , L corre-
sponding to L scales of AP and BAP, it is desirable to select
some of them to form a new distance matrix, denoted as D∗,
that best retrieves the known shapes. Then, as the combination
of DNl is determined, so is the selection of scales of AP
and BAP. We use the Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) to
solve this problem. All DNl are considered as candidates at
the beginning and none is selected. The entries of D∗ are
initialized to zeros. In each iteration, the candidate distance
matrices are added to D∗ in turn, and the one that achieves
the best retrieval performance is chosen. The scale at which a
candidate corresponding to the best performance is accepted as
a newly selected scale. The selected candidate matrix is then
removed from the candidate set. This process continues until
no new candidate is accepted, which means that integrating
one more scale will hurt the retrieval performance. Finally the

output is the recorded indexes of scales. SFS may not find the
best subset of scales of AP and BAP, but it is effective and
efficient. In practice, the multi-scale AP and BAP can achieve
a much higher retrieval rate than the single-scale counterparts.
Notice that in real applications, the multi-scale subset of AP
and BAP is trained from known shapes and then fixed for
retrieval, so the SFS will not affect the retrieval efficiency of
the proposed method.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We first test the single-scale AP and BAP on the MPEG-7
dataset to show that they are unable to provide satisfactory
performances. After that, the multi-scale versions are tested to
demonstrate that integrated patterns are much more effective
and are comparable with several state-of-the-art approaches
on the MPEG7 dataset. Then, the proposed approach is tested
on the TARI-1000 dataset, to reassure the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Finally, we validate the robustness of the
proposed approach to rotation.

For evaluation we use the widely used criterion named the
Bull’s eye retrieval rate (BER), which is the ratio of the
total number of correct matches to the maximum number
of correct matches. Specifically, each image is used as a
query, and the number of images belonging to the same class
is counted in the 40 images that are most similar to the
query one. In all experiments, a five-fold cross validation
is conducted: the shapes of each class are orderly divided
into five separate splits, and for each fold one split is used
for validation and the rest for training. The SFS is applied
on training subsets to choose scales for each pattern. Then
samples from each validation subset are tested for BER on the
whole dataset using the scales selected from the corresponding
training subset. The final BER is the average BERs over all
samples.

For constructing the proposed shape descriptors, 200 points
are uniformly sampled along each shape contor, and the
number of possible scales of AP and BAPmP are determined
accordingly. There are 99 scales of AP, 99 scales of BAP2P,
49 scales of BAP4P, 33 scales of BAP6P, 24 scales of BAP8P,
19 scales of BAP10P and 16 scales of BAP12P. In total, there
are 339 scales of AP and BAPmP. The number of bins of the
histogram of AP is experimentally fixed to 24.

A. Experiments on MPEG-7 Dataset

The proposed method is firstly tested on the widely used
MPEG-7 dataset (the MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 Part B). The
dataset contains 70 shape classes, and each class has 20 differ-
ent shapes. Thus, this dataset contains 1400 samples in total.
Since there are 20 shapes in one class, the maximum number
of correct matches for a single query image is 20, and the total
number of correct matches is 1400 × 20 = 28000. Notice
that for each training subset using five-fold cross validation
there are only 16 shapes in one class, the maximum number
of correct matches for a single query image is 16, and the
total number of correct matches is 1400 × 16 = 22400. Some
examples of this dataset are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Some examples of MPEG-7 dataset.

Fig. 10. BERs of 99 scales of AP.

1) Experiments of Single-Scale AP and BAP: We first the
effectiveness of each scale of AP and BAP. In Fig. 10, the
BER of each scale of AP is given, and the best performance of
57.90% is achieved when s = 10. In Fig. 11, the performances
of BAPmP features are given. The BERs of all scales of
BAP2P, BAP4P, BAP6P, BAP8P, BAP10P and BAP12P are
shown in Fig. 11(a-f), showing that the performances of
single-scale BAPmPs are still unsatisfactory. BAP2P can only
achieve an average BER around 20%, and BAP4P a bit higher
than 40%. Other BAPmP features can achieve more acceptable
BERs around 60% at most scales.

The highest BER, 65.70%, of all APs and BAPs is achieved
by BAP10P when s = 10. In all AP and BAP the scale
of s = 10 provides the top-level performance. Consequently,
the scale s = 10 is regarded as the best scale for AP and
BAP. From the experimental results, it can be seen that
the single-scale AP and BAP fail to provide satisfactory
performances.

As mentioned previously, a histogram of AP has 24 bins,
and histograms of BAP2P and BAP4P only have 4 bins
and 16 bins, respectively. For there are 200 points to be
distributed to these bins, which is large enough to make the
histograms robust. How are the situations for BAP6P, BAP8P
and BAP10P? Here we give some examples extracted from
shapes in the dataset. As shown in Fig. 12, a histogram of
BAP6P is well distributed, and there are about 10 occurrences

for noticeable bins. While for BAP8P, there are 5 to 10
occurrences for noticeable bins. As for BAP10P, there are
about 5 occurrences for noticeable bins, which is still robust to
some extent. The situation of BAP12P is not shown here, since
the number of occurrences for noticeable bins will drop to less
than 3, making the descriptor unstable for shape matching.
It can be seen that the patterns of straight zeros and the patterns
of straight ones both have more occurrences in all cases,
which means that these patterns are more common for all
shapes.

2) Experiments of Multi-Scale AP and BAP: To demonstrate
the effectiveness of multi-scale representation, an integration
of AP and BAPmP of their own scales is firstly tested. The
BERs are reported in TABLE I. It can be seen that after inte-
gration all patterns achieve significantly improved BERs, and
AP is the best one among them. Among all BAPmP features,
BAP6P and BAP8P achieve the top-level performances. The
performances of BAP2P and BAP4P are relatively weak due
to the low dissimilarity of their histograms, while BAP10P
and BAP12P suffer from the instability due to too many bins
in their histograms.

Secondly, the integration of AP with one BAPmP is tested to
determine the supplementation of each BAP pattern to AP. The
BERs are shown in Table II. It can be seen that all integrated
patterns achieve more satisfactory BERs than using an individ-
ual pattern, and BAP8P demonstrates its best supplementation
to AP with the highest BER.

The third experiment is to test the performance of the
integration of some subsets from all 339 scales of AP and
BAPmP features. The results are shown in TABLE III. Symbol
“
√

” and “×” indicate if a certain pattern is included in the
candidate set or not, respectively. The best performance is
achieved when BAP10P and BAP12P are excluded, and the
second best performance is achieved by using all patterns. It
can also be seen that AP+BAP6P+BAP8P achieve a BER
only 0.01% lower than that the combination with additional
BAP10P and BAP12P. These observations confirm that though
BAP10P and BAP12P are discriminative they are not very
robust. So these two patterns can be neglected for real appli-
cation. On the contrary, though BAP2P and BAP4P are not
very discriminative as TABLE I shows, they are, however,
robust and provide good supplementation to other patterns, as
demonstrated by the results from the third to the fifth rows in
TABLE III.

In Fig. 13(a), the top three performances in TABLE III are
described in detail, where the BERs versus the number of
selected scales are plotted. It can be seen that the BERs reach
80% with less than 5 scales and 85% with less than 10 scales.
After that, steady but slow growths are observed. For the best
performance, the first 5 selected scales for each training subset
all include 3 scales of AP, which are shown in Fig. 13(b). The
specific scales selected from different training subsets are very
similar. Considering that adjacent scales have similar retrieval
performances, as shown in Figures 11 and 12, we conclude
that the scales selected by SFS are stable to a small range and
AP plays the key role among all patterns.

3) Comparison With Existing Methods: In this subsection,
the proposed method is compared with some existing methods.
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Fig. 11. BERs of all scales of BAP: (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) correspond to BAP2P, BAP4P, BAP6P, BAP8P, BAP10P and BAP12P, respectively.

Fig. 12. Examples of histogram of BAPmP: (a) BAP6P, (b) BAP8P,
(c) BAP10P.

The performances and categories of the methods are shown in
TABLE IV. It can be seen that HF has achieved the highest
BER so far, and PMEM has achieved the highest BER among
all previously proposed global methods. The proposed method
achieves a comparable BER as ST and is higher than PMEM.
It is worth mentioning that PMEM needs to use the circular
shifting procedure to acquire invariance to rotation, so it is
less efficient than the proposed method.

TABLE I

BERs USING AP AND BAPmPs ALONE ON MPEG-7

TABLE II

BERs FOR INTEGRATING AP AND ONE BAPmP ON MPEG-7

TABLE III

BERs s FOR INTEGRATING SUBSET OF ALL

339 SCALES ON MPEG-7

TABLE IV

COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHODS ON MPEG-7

To demonstrate the drastic difference in efficiency between
global and local methods, we compare the time of applying
DP in HF and IDSC with the time of computing χ2 distance
in the proposed method, both implemented in C and can be
downloaded from the authors’ homepages. DP in HF and IDSC
costs about 116 ms and 35 ms, respectively, while the proposed
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Fig. 13. (a) BERs versus the number of selected scales of top 3 performances;
(b) The three selected scales of AP pattern in the first five selected scales from
each training subset of the best performance.

Fig. 14. Some examples of TARI-1000 dataset.

TABLE V

BERs FOR INTEGRATING AP AND ONE BAPmP ON TARI-1000

method costs only about 0.05 ms, which shows the efficiency
of the proposed method.

B. Experiments on TARI-1000 Dataset

The TARI-1000 dataset contains 1,000 silhouette images
grouped into 50 classes with 20 images per class. So the total
number of correct matches is 1000 × 20 = 20000, and for each
training subset using 5-fold cross validation the total number
of correct matches is 1000 × 16 = 16000. The dataset is
designed to have more articulation changes within each class
than the MPEG-7 dataset, and consequently IDSC achieves
better results on this dataset [26]. Examples of this dataset are
shown in Fig. 14.

Firstly, the integration of AP with one BAPmP is tested
to study the supplementation of each BAP pattern to AP.
The BERs are shown in the column labeled ‘Original’ in
Table V. It can be seen that BAP6P demonstrate the best
supplementation to AP with the highest BER, while BAP8P
performs the second best. This is a bit different from the results
on the MPEG-7 dataset, but still BAP6P and BAP8P achieve
the top-level performances due to their strong discriminability
and robustness.

The second experiment is to test the performance of the inte-
gration of some subsets from all 339 scales of AP and BAPmP.

Fig. 15. The four selected scales of AP pattern in the first five selected
scales from each training subset of (a) the best performance and (b) the worst
performance.

The results are shown in TABLE VI. The best per-
formance is achieved when all patterns are used while
AP+BAP6P+BAP8P achieves the worst one, which is mainly
in accordance with the results on the MPEG-7 dataset. It
is worth noting that, however, BAP10P and BAP12P seem
to play a more important role on this dataset, and without
them the performances drop significantly. Since TRAI-1000
has more articulation changes, it is reasonable to conclude
that BAP10P and BAP12P are more useful for comparing
articulated shapes due to their higher discriminability.

For the best performance of using all patterns and the
worst performance of using AP+BAP6P+BAP8P, the first 4
of the 5 selected scales for each training subset are shown
in Fig. 15(a) and (b). It can be seen that the specific scales
selected from different training subsets are still very similar.
This confirms again that the stability of the scale selection
by SFS.

Next, the proposed method is compared with some existing
methods. No global methods have reported results on this
newly extended dataset, so the proposed method is mainly
compared with some reported local methods. In addition,
we conduct experiment of a classic global method, Fourier
shape Descriptor (FD), and all the performances and categories
of the methods are shown in TABLE VII. It can be seen
that IDSC achieves the highest BER because its insensitivity
to articulation. The proposed method is able to achieve a
comparable result between SC and a recently proposed local
method in [28].

Finally, to validate that AP and BAP are robust to rotation,
scale and noise, we conducted experiments on the rotated,
scaled and noisy versions of the TARI-1000 dataset, respec-
tively. The images are rotated by π /8, π /6, π /4, π /3 and 3π /8,
scaled to half and double sizes, and all cases are implemented
with bilinear interpolation. The noises are randomly added to
the coordinates of contor points within 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 5%
of the width and length of the shape. The BER performances
of all these cases are listed in Table VI. It can be seen that the
proposed features are very robust to the rotation and scale. To
our surprise, the retrieval performances on the rotated dataset
are better, which may due to the smooth effect of the bilinear
interpolation. For the noisy cases, random noise of 5% clearly
degrades the performances, while in other cases the proposed
features are still robust.
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TABLE VI

BERs s FOR INTEGRATING SUBSET OF ALL 339 SCALES ON TARI-1000

TABLE VII

COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHODS ON TARI-1000

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a global shape descriptor for
shape retrieval. The descriptor is based on the multi-scale
integration of two angular features, namely angular patterns
(AP) and binary angular patterns (BAP), both are invariant
to scale and rotation. To integrate different scales of AP
and BAP, the z-score normalization is applied for distance
matrices computed at each scale, and the normalized distance
matrices are summed together to create a new distance matrix
for shape retrieval. The Sequential Forward Selection (SFS)
scheme is used to determine a set of scales that effectively
capture discriminative information. The experimental results
on the MPEG-7 and TARI-1000 datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method.

In the future, we are interested in further improving the
proposed approach in several ways. First, different integration
methods may be applied, such as a different normalization
procedure can be used instead of the z-score. Second, a more
elaborate scale selection method other than the SFS may
find better set of scales of AP and BAP. Third, a cross-
bin histogram distance can be used instead of the bin-to-
bin χ2 distance to measure the similarity between shapes
more robustly.
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